When it comes to fly fishing South Africa is one of the most underrated locations out there and a lot of people would prefer it remains that way. The Drakensberg mountain range divides the interior of Eastern South Africa. This mountain range extends from the Eastern Cape to Limpopo in the north. Places to go for fly fishing in South Africa. Every trout fisherman will see the mountains as the ideal place. Not too far from the coastal plains, the mountains rise to 300m which leads to a huge upwelling of the heavy rain and moist air during the summer. This guide has confirmed my impression. It clearly demonstrates that South Africa is a country, which should range up there on the fly-fisher's wish list somewhere in the New Zealand, Patagonia and Iceland range. The history of this guide seems to be a story worth telling. The Nedbank in the publisher name is actually a bank, and this monetary institution does indeed support the guide as well as fly fishing and general conservation work in South Africa. The guide has been published for several years, increasing in size and quality. PS: One of the most exhilarating kinds of fishing you can experience in South Africa is fishing for yellowfish. Korrie Broos has written the article Yellow Fever on this new but yet very old species for the Global FlyFisher. Books. Fly fishing is an art, and you don’t need to learn a lot to get the happiness of this activity. However, by reading these books, you will be able to find out more of fly fishing. Some of these books are helpful for learning fly fishing techniques, read other person’s journey or learn new information on fly fishing. Contents. The Bug Book: A Fly Fisher's Guide to Trout Stream Insects. Orvis Vest Pocket Guide to Leaders, Knots, and Tippets. Death, Taxes, and Leaky Waders: A John Gierach Fly-Fishing Treasury. Getaway Guide to Fly-F by Nigel Dennis. Other editions. The aim of this book is to provide 'a simple no nonsense nuts and bolts guide to help you catch more trout'. It takes a rationalised approach to fly selection and features a carefully chosen core of highly effective contemporary fly patterns. The main emphasis of the book focuses on trout location and fly presentation in both stillwaters and rivers -- and captures the very The aim of this book is to provide 'a simple no nonsense nuts and bolts guide to help you catch more trout'. It takes a rationalised approach to fly selection and features a carefully chosen core of high...